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The CO
2

record from the EPICA Dome C

ice core reveals that atmospheric CO
2

var-

iations during glacial-interglacial cycles had

a notably different character before and after

430 kyr B.P. Before MIS 11, the amplitude

of temperature was lower, and the duration

of the warm phases has been much longer

since then. In spite of these differences, the

significant covariation of dD and CO
2

is

valid in both periods. Before MIS 11, CO
2

concentrations did not exceed 260 ppmv.

This is substantially lower than the maxima

of the last four glacial cycles. The lags of

CO
2

with respect to the Antarctic tempera-

ture over glacial terminations V to VII are

800, 1600, and 2800 years, respectively,

which are consistent with earlier observa-

tions during the last four glacial cycles.

Our measurements have revealed an un-

expected stable climate phase (MIS 15.1)

during which the atmospheric CO
2

concen-

tration was 251.5 T 1.9 ppmv for many

millennia (28,000 years, based on the EDC2

time scale), although the duration of MIS

15.1 is uncertain because of possible inac-

curacies in the Dome C EDC2 time scale

between MIS 12 and 15. However, the

roughly 30,000-year duration of MIS 11

(and possibly MIS 15.1) demonstrates that

long interglacials with stable conditions are

not exceptional. Short interglacials such as

the past three therefore are not the rule and

hence cannot serve as analogs of the Holo-

cene, as postulated recently (24). Examining

dD as a function of CO
2
, we observe that the

slope during the two new glacial cycles

compared to the last four cycles is essentially

the same. Therefore, the coupling of Ant-

arctic temperature and CO
2

did not change

significantly during the last 650 kyear,

indicating rather stable coupling between

climate and the carbon cycle during the late

Pleistocene.
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Atmospheric Methane and Nitrous
Oxide of the Late Pleistocene

from Antarctic Ice Cores
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Laetitia Loulergue,2 Gregor Hausammann,1 Kenji Kawamura,1.
Jacqueline Flückiger,1- Jakob Schwander,1 Dominique Raynaud,2

Valérie Masson-Delmotte,3 Jean Jouzel3

The European Project for Ice Coring in Antarctica Dome C ice core enables us to
extend existing records of atmospheric methane (CH4) and nitrous oxide (N2O)
back to 650,000 years before the present. A combined record of CH4 measured
along the Dome C and the Vostok ice cores demonstrates, within the resolution
of our measurements, that preindustrial concentrations over Antarctica have not
exceeded 773 T 15 ppbv (parts per billion by volume) during the past 650,000
years. Before 420,000 years ago, when interglacials were cooler, maximum CH4

concentrations were only about 600 ppbv, similar to lower Holocene values. In
contrast, the N2O record shows maximum concentrations of 278 T 7 ppbv,
slightly higher than early Holocene values.

Earth_s climate during the late Pleistocene

was characterized by ice age cycles with

relatively short warm periods (interglacials)

and longer cold periods (glacials) (1). The

Vostok ice core provided an archive of

climate and atmospheric composition over

the past four climatic cycles back to marine

isotope stage (MIS) 11, about 420 thousand

years before the present (420 kyr B.P.) (2).

That record demonstrated the high correla-

tion of temperature changes with greenhouse

gas concentration changes in the atmo-

sphere in the past. The European Project

for Ice Coring in Antarctica (EPICA) Dome

Concordia (Dome C) ice core (75-06¶S,

123-21¶E, 3233 m above sea level) provides

an ice core archive much longer, spanning

eight climatic cycles over the past 740

thousand years (ky) (3). It demonstrates that

the oldest four interglacials were cooler but

lasted longer than the younger interglacials.

Such findings raise the question whether the

greenhouse gases CH
4

and N
2
O behaved

differently before MIS 11. Here, we present

CH
4

and N
2
O records derived from the

EPICA Dome C ice cores reaching back to

650 kyr B.P.
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Extracting air from bubbles trapped in

polar ice enables us to reconstruct directly

the past composition of the atmosphere. The

records of CH
4

and N
2
O over the past thou-

sand years (4–6), the Holocene (7, 8), the tran-

sition from the last glacial maximum (LGM)

to the Holocene (6, 9), parts of the last glacial

period (10–14), and the last four glacial-

interglacial cycles (2, 15–17) have provided

important information about environmental

changes in response to regional and global

climate variations. Variations in the concentra-

tion of globally well-mixed atmospheric CH
4

are attributed to variations in the extent and the

productivity of natural wetlands, the main

natural sources (18). Similarly, variations in

the atmospheric N
2
O burden are thought to be

dominated by variations in the global source

strength. About two-thirds of the total prean-

thropogenic N
2
O sources are terrestrial soils,

and one-third are nitrification and denitri-

fication processes in the ocean (13).

We present high-resolution records of

CH
4

and N
2
O covering MISs 2 to 7 (Fig. 1),

to compare with existing records, and MISs

11 to 16 (Fig. 2), to extend the records back

to an age of 650 kyr B.P. Measurements were

performed along the EPICA Dome C ice

cores (EDC96 and EDC99) at 553 and 476

different depth levels for CH
4

and N
2
O,

respectively, at the University of Bern and at

Laboratoire de Glaciologie et G2ophysique de

l_Environnement (LGGE) (19). The mean

CH
4

time resolution is 770 years for MISs 2

to 7 and 840 years for MISs 11 to 16. All ages

and their uncertainties are based on the

EPICA EDC2 gas and ice age scales (3).

N
2
O analyses were performed only at Bern.

Their resolution is similar for MISs 2 to 7

(760 years) but lower for MISs 12 to 16 (1110

years). To be consistent with existing Dome

C data, offset corrections for both gases and

both laboratories have been applied (19).

The Dome C N
2
O record is disturbed by

artifacts in certain depth intervals as in other

ice cores (6, 13, 17, 20). High scattering of

N
2
O values is observed in depth intervals

with elevated dust concentrations (19) (figs.

S1 and S2) during parts of the cold periods

MISs 2, 4, 6, 12, 14, and 16 (fig. S3). The

EPICA Dome C dust record (19) is used to

define depth intervals where the dust con-

centration exceeds 300 ppbw (parts per

billion by weight). N
2
O measurements in

these depths are considered to be disturbed

by artifacts and excluded from the record

(fig. S3). The good agreement of the

remaining record with records measured

along other ice cores (Fig. 1) with different

characteristics in the concentration of chem-

ical impurities (6, 13, 14, 17) supports the

assumption that this record shows atmo-

spheric concentrations of the past. Although

all samples might be contaminated at some

level, no outliers are observed during the
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Fig. 1. Dome C CH4 (purple line), N2O (red line), and dD (black line) (3) records over the past 220 ky.
Also shown are Vostok CH4 data (blue line) (2, 15) and dD data (gray line) (2). Vostok dD data were
increased by 42° for better comparison. The Vostok CH4 and dD records were individually
synchronized to Dome C using wiggle matching (35). N2O artifacts (open red diamonds) are
separated from the N2O record (red filled diamonds) with the aid of the dust record (figs. S1 to S3).
Additionally, N2O records published earlier (gray lines and crosses) (6, 13, 17), matched by CH4 to
Dome C, are shown for comparison. Error bars represent the 1 SD measurement uncertainty. Dome C
CH4 and N2O data over the Holocene (8), the transition (9, 36), and the LGM (20, 36) are included in
this data set. Dome C measurements covering the time period 0 to 40 kyr B.P. (depth interval 99.5 to
783.8 m) were performed along the EDC96 core, whereas older samples are from the EDC99 core.
Numbers 0 to 25 above the CH4 record denote D/O events (23), and A1 to A7 denote Antarctic
warming events (37). Data are plotted on the EDC2 time scale (3).
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Fig. 2. Dome C CH4 (purple line) and N2O (red line) records over the period of MISs 11 to 16,
together with high-resolution dD data from Dome C (24) (black line). CH4 measurements per-
formed at Bern are shown as purple diamonds, whereas LGGE measurements are shown as purple
circles. N2O artifacts (red open diamonds) are separated from the N2O record (red filled diamonds)
with the aid of the dust record (figs. S1 to S3). Error bars represent the 1 SD measurement
uncertainty. Dome C CH4 data over termination V (3) is included in this data set. Parts of the CH4
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highly resolved Holocene. This supports our

assumption that other interglacials are also

likely free from artifacts.

The Dome C CH
4

data over the last two

glacial cycles (Fig. 1) are in good agreement

with the Vostok CH
4

record (15, 19), as well

as Greenland CH
4

records, when taking into

account the interpolar difference (7, 21) and

the signal attenuation at low accumulation

sites (22). The Dome C CH
4

data over the

last glacial period confirm the close relation

with the 25 Dansgaard/Oeschger (D/O)

events as recorded in the North Greenland

Ice-Core Project (NGRIP) temperature proxies

(23). In addition, we find that N
2
O also

varied during the last glacial period in

parallel with the most prominent D/O events

(Fig. 1), in agreement with previous results

(6, 13, 14, 16). N
2
O reaches Holocene con-

centrations of 253 to 272 ppbv (parts per

billion by volume) (single values) (8) during

the maximum of some of these events and

during the last interglacial (14, 17). The

lowest values found, about 200 ppbv, are

similar to those in records published earlier

(13, 14). Because the CH
4

and N
2
O mea-

surements were performed on the same ex-

tracted air samples, a direct comparison

without relative time uncertainty is possible

between the two gases. The start and end

points of single D/O events in CH
4

and N
2
O

do not necessarily coincide (13); e.g., the

N
2
O concentrations at D/O event 21 start to

rise more than 1000 years earlier than CH
4

concentrations. Furthermore, N
2
O remains

at interglacial values for this specific event,

when CH
4

has already dropped to glacial

values at the end of the event. The am-

plitude of some events differs substantially

between the two gases as demonstrated by

D/O events 19 and 20, also shown in the

GRIP record (13) (Fig. 1).

The depth interval from 2700 to 3060 m

in the EPICA Dome C core permits us to

make reconstructions of climate and atmo-

spheric composition for the interval 390 to

650 kyr B.P., most of which precedes the Vostok

record (2). CH
4

and N
2
O measurements per-

formed over this depth interval are shown in

Fig. 2, together with high-resolution dD mea-

surements (24).

To better characterize warm and cold

intervals during the past 650 ky, we refer to

Binterglacial[ as a period during which dD

exceeds –403° (per mil) (3). The use of this

definition marks MISs 1, 5.5, 7.3, 7.5, 9.3,

and 11.3 as interglacials, which is consistent

with the marine records (1). In the following,

we describe the individual counterparts of

the marine stages (25) from MISs 16.2 to

11.2.

At 624 kyr B.P., at the end of MIS 16.2,

CH
4

falls to a value of 368 ppbv (mean over

7 ky), comparable to the low CH
4

concen-

tration during MIS 6 and MIS 2 in the Dome

C record. The increase (termination VII) into

MIS 15.5 by about 250 ppbv is smaller than

at the younger terminations I, II, IV, and V

(15). While CH
4

only reaches the mean

Holocene (0.3 to 10 kyr B.P.) level of 608

ppbv during MIS 15.1 (600 ppbv, mean over

27 ky) and 15.5 (617 ppbv, mean over 7 ky),

the corresponding mean N
2
O concentrations

of 272 ppbv and 274 ppbv are higher than

the Holocene mean (262 ppbv) but similar to

early Holocene values. Both records, CH
4

and N
2
O, show the distinct separation of

MISs 15.1 and 15.5 (Fig. 2) by lower

concentrations and three shorter events each

during the colder near-glacial periods of

MISs 15.2 to 15.4. MIS 15.1 is a surprisingly

stable climatic period (1 SD: T 15 ppbv CH
4
,

T 6 ppbv N
2
O). Its duration is about 27 ky on

the EDC2 age scale. A similar duration is

seen in the records of dD (24) and CO
2

(26);

related uncertainties are discussed in (26).

In Fig. 3A, dD is plotted together with

CO
2

(26), CH
4
, and N

2
O, showing the

transition from MISs 14 to 13. During

MIS 14, the three gases are closely linked

in terms of their timing: Relative maxima

(dashed lines) occur at the same time with-

in the data resolution. One of these max-

ima corresponds to MIS 14.3. CO
2
, CH

4
,

and N
2
O seem to lead the dD record and

therefore, Antarctic temperature, by about

2000 T 500 years. However, this could be

due to an artifact in the EDC2 time scale, as

discussed in Siegenthaler et al. (26). During

MIS 13, the relative CO
2
, CH

4
, and N

2
O

maxima are slightly out of phase. In contrast

to younger glacial terminations (2), the

temperatures do not rise directly to a local

maximum. Instead, the dD, CO
2
, and CH

4

records reveal a transition to the warmest

phase (MIS 13.1), which evolves in steps

with relapses in between. Nevertheless,

sequences of the CO
2

and CH
4

increases to

Fig. 3. (A) Dome C
CO2 (26) (green line),
CH4 (purple line), and
N2O (red line) records
over the period of MISs
13 to 14 as shown in
Fig. 2, together with
high-resolution dD da-
ta from Dome C (24)
(black line). Vertical
dashed lines high-
light the coincidence
of local CO2, CH4, and
N2O maxima. Data are
plotted on the EDC2
time scale (3). (B) CH4
records from Dome C
(purple line) and Vostok
(15, 30) (blue line),
together with high-
resolution dD data from
Dome C (24) (black
line) covering MIS 11
(labeled at the bottom).
The data from MIS 1 are
shown as gray lines
(time axis on top) for
comparison; the curves
are aligned by syn-
chronizing the two
glacial-interglacial CH4
increases. Error bars represent the 1 SD measurement uncertainty. Data are plotted on the EDC2 age scale (3).
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MISs 13.3 and 13.1 look similar to those of

the last deglaciation (9): CO
2

rises first, CH
4

is delayed, and CO
2

stops rising when CH
4

rises abruptly. In comparison to the last

deglaciation, the CH
4

rise at 513 kyr B.P. is

rather small. This may be explained by the

colder interglacial temperatures that would

have favored a relative increase in metha-

notrophy over methanogenesis, thereby con-

tributing to lowered net CH
4

emissions in

the northern extratropics and/or the sub-

tropical and tropical regions. Additionally,

the Northern Hemisphere ice sheets may

not have retreated as far north during MIS 13.

As a consequence, the uncovered areal ex-

tent of additional CH
4

source regions was

smaller and therefore, the CH
4

overshoot,

usually found at terminations, may not have

occurred.

At this point, it is difficult to characterize

MISs 13 and 15 as interglacials, because the

dD values barely exceed –403°. We there-

fore refer to these periods as intermediate

warm periods (IWP) (27). This and their

specific evolution of CH
4

suggests that they

are similar to MISs 5.1 to 5.3 and MISs 7.1

to 7.3 (2) (Fig. 4). In all cases, regular events

with CH
4

amplitudes of 50 to 140 ppbv

occurred, similar to events marked by stars

in Fig. 2. The average return time of the

events during MIS 13 is approximately 20

ky, and they last for 5 to 10 ky. The origin of

these fluctuations is probably related to the

precession cycle (19 to 23 ky) of summer

insolation in mid-low to low northern

latitudes, as observed for the CH
4

amplitude

during the last glacial period (13). The N
2
O

amplitude appears to be modulated by

different mechanisms from those responsible

for CH
4
, as seen in MISs 13 and 15 (e.g., at

498 and 596 kyr B.P.), where N
2
O peaks are

quite large despite the small CH
4

peaks.

Similar discrepancies are in fact found in the

last glacial period, e.g., at D/O events 19 and

20 (13).

MIS 12 is believed to be a very cold

period showing millennial time-scale vari-

ations similar to those observed in the last

glacial period (28). The Dome C record

shows CH
4

variations lasting about 1 to 3

ky, with amplitudes of 40 to 120 ppbv (Fig.

2). In addition, Antarctic warming events of

7 to 19° are present in the dD record. Their

independent evolution on millennial time

scales is an indication that the bipolar

seesaw may have been operational also

during MIS 12 (29), but the resolution of

our measurements and the uncertainty in

their timing prevent us from drawing final

conclusions.

Our CH
4

measurements provide an un-

disturbed record for the entire MIS 11 (Fig.

3B) and support, except for a small offset

(19), the recently reconstructed MIS 11

record of Vostok (30). This is important for

two reasons. First, MIS 11 is the longest

warm phase of the Antarctic temperature

record over the past 740 ky (24), with a

mean temperature comparable to the Holo-

cene. CH
4

exceeded the minimum Holocene

value of 560 ppbv for more than 28 ky.

Second, CH
4

increased to 689 ppbv at ter-

mination V, followed by an early decrease

for about 5000 years, which is very similar

to the early Holocene CH
4

record (gray

curves in Fig. 3B). It then rose to the high

concentration of about 700 ppbv. Ruddiman

(31) argued that such a behavior of the CH
4

during the early Holocene is due to early

anthropogenic interference and that this

would be unique. Our data provide a crucial

counterexample to this postulated behavior:

The early temporary reduction was clearly

not an indication of an impending ice age,

which started some 20,000 years later in MIS

11, and the increase after this reduction has

been established without human influence.

The good agreement between the Dome

C and the Vostok (15, 30) record over MISs

1 to 7 and MIS 11 increases our confidence

in the fidelity of a composite record of

atmospheric CH
4

over the past 650 ky (Fig.

4). The composite record, established by

wiggle matching (32), demonstrates, within

the resolution of our measurements, that

preindustrial atmospheric concentrations of

CH
4

reconstructed from two Antarctic ice

cores have not exceeded 773 T 15 ppbv

(single values at MIS 9.3) during the past

650 ky. The highest mean N
2
O values (278

ppbv T 7 ppbv) over at least a period of 7 ky

covered by our records are found during MIS

15.1, slightly higher than early Holocene

values. The differing response to climate

change of CH
4

and N
2
O during MISs 15.1

and 15.5 suggests that the main source

regions and/or strengths may strongly differ

during interglacials and IWP. High levels are

sustained longer for N
2
O than for CH

4

during MISs 5.5, 15.1, and 15.3 (Fig. 4),

either due to the release of oceanic N
2
O or

because N
2
O soil sources are also productive

under semiarid conditions (13).

In general, CH
4

is well correlated with

dD on glacial-interglacial time scales (940

ky), including lower CH
4

concentrations

during the IWP than during interglacials of

the past 420 ky. At terminations, the

amplitude of the CH
4

increase is highly

correlated with the corresponding Antarctic

temperature (r2 0 0.80). CH
4

has mainly

tropical and Northern Hemisphere sources,

but only very small austral sources (mainly

open-ocean contributions), which suggests

that the generally smaller glacial-interglacial

temperature change before 440 kyr B.P.

revealed by Dome C dD was also of global

importance at that time (33). The preces-

sional insolation signal in low- to mid-

northern latitudes has a strong influence on

the amplitude of CH
4

variations for glacial

periods and IWP, but the Northern wetlands,

episodically covered by boreal ice sheets and

exposed to different precipitation patterns,

are likely to contribute to this D/O-like

variability of the CH
4

concentration (21).

Furthermore, sink feedbacks, through changes
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Fig. 4. CH4 record over the past 650 ky, composed of Dome C CH4 (purple line) [(8, 9) and new
data] and Vostok CH4 (blue line) (2, 15). Also shown are the N2O data measured along the Dome
C ice cores (red line) [(8, 20, 36) and new data] and dD records from Dome C (black line) (24) as
well as those from Vostok þ42° (gray line) (2). N2O artifacts are not shown in this figure. Gray
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MISs are given at the bottom of the figure (25). Data are shown on the EDC2 time scale (3).
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of hydrocarbon emissions from the terrestri-

al biosphere, could have been considerable

(34).
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Assistance of Microbial Glycolipid
Antigen Processing by CD1e

Henri de la Salle,1* Sabrina Mariotti,2* Catherine Angenieux,1*

Martine Gilleron,3* Luis-Fernando Garcia-Alles,4 Dag Malm,5

Thomas Berg,6 Samantha Paoletti,2 Blandine Maı̂tre,1

Lionel Mourey,4 Jean Salamero,7 Jean Pierre Cazenave,8

Daniel Hanau,1 Lucia Mori,2 Germain Puzo,3. Gennaro De Libero2.

Complexes between CD1 molecules and self or microbial glycolipids represent
important immunogenic ligands for specific subsets of T cells. However, the
function of one of the CD1 family members, CD1e, has yet to be deter-
mined. Here, we show that the mycobacterial antigens hexamannosylated
phosphatidyl-myo-inositols (PIM6) stimulate CD1b-restricted T cells only after
partial digestion of the oligomannose moiety by lysosomal a-mannosidase
and that soluble CD1e is required for this processing. Furthermore, recom-
binant CD1e was able to bind glycolipids and assist in the digestion of PIM6.
We propose that, through this form of glycolipid editing, CD1e helps expand
the repertoire of glycolipidic T cell antigens to optimize antimicrobial immune
responses.

Particular subsets of T cells recognize lipidic

and glycolipidic antigens presented by CD1a,

b, c, or d proteins, which are antigen-

presenting molecules structurally similar to

major histocompatibility complex (MHC)

class I proteins (1). However, unlike classical

MHC molecules, CD1 proteins are function-

ally nonpolymorphic and expressed in a

restricted number of cell types, including

myeloid dendritic cells (DCs) (2). Each CD1

isotype can be characterized by a distinct

intracellular trafficking pathway, which al-

lows the capture of lipid antigens either in

late or early endosomal compartments (2). In

particular, CD1b binds glycolipid antigens in

MHC class II–enriched lysosomes (3) and

returns to the plasma membrane to stimulate

antigen-specific T cells.

CD1-presented lipid antigens can be of

self (4–7) or microbial (8–14) origin and can

include one or more acyl appendages that

anchor into the hydrophobic pockets of

CD1 protein, as well as a polar moiety di-

rected out toward the T cell receptor (TCR).

Exposed amino acids present in a helices

of CD1 molecules, together with polar

groups of the antigen, directly interact with

the TCR and thus constrain the space be-

tween CD1 and TCR (7, 12, 15, 16). Because

such constraint is likely to prevent accom-

modation and recognition of antigens with

large polar heads, it is generally accepted

that antigenic glycolipids and lipoglycans

with large oligosaccharide moieties are first

processed so that T cell recognition can take

place.

Relatively little is known about the mo-

lecular mechanisms of glycolipid processing.

However, previous work has demonstrated

that, to be recognized, the oligosaccharide

moiety of Gal(a1Y2)GalCer must first be

cleaved by the lysosomal a-galactosidase (17)

in the presence of lipid transfer proteins (LTPs)

known as saposins, which are involved in the

catabolism of endogenous glycolipids (18).

Some species express a particular CD1

isoform, CD1e, which has remained the only

member of this protein family with un-

determined function. CD1e molecules main-

ly localize within Golgi compartments of
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